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I have moved to Mallacoota from Sydney and purchased a mudbrick house that had been built in the 

mid 1970s. 

My house is the first you drive past on the way into Mallacoota, consequently I have a neighbour on 

one side of my property and the other side fronts onto bush that extends for 28 kms. 

I was always aware that bushfire was a consideration on living here and had made preparations that 

I hoped would allow me to protect the house from a bushfire I always assumed would eventuate. 

 

In the main I was successful and the clearing of fuel and the addition of a protective foam I think 

allowed the house to remain intact. I did lose some shedding and other precious items, but that was 

a matter of prioritising my protective efforts, limited personal resources and ferocity of the fire front 

meaning I didn't have a hope of protecting the outlying sheds and timber boat. I remained inside the 

house once the fire front came into sight because authorities were constantly warning us that the 

radiant heat from the progressing fire front would be unexpectedly dangerous to anyone in its path. 

I waited until the firefront was adjacent to the house before I started my ember patrols, by then the 

sheds and boat were well alight and unable to be saved. 

 

I remained on regular patrols for the rest of the day and following evening, using a mop and water 

buckets to stop ember attack taking a hold. 

 

Prior to the start of the fire season my friends and I had many discussions on the inevitability of a 

bushfire impacting our community, and many were dismayed that so little had been done to remove 

fuel loads. 

We had attended a CFA day in 2017(I think) and one of the speakers was talking very emotively 

about indigenous firestick practices and the fact that the Australian landscape had changed 

significantly since European settlement. These insights had seemed to me to make sense and I had 

hoped that those practices would gain acceptance and be put into action, yet it appeared very little 

if any had been enacted and even the modern practices had not been put in place in many areas. 

 

I have since heard many discussions of the changing opinion of indigenous forest management 

practises, I have read  Bruce Pascoes Dark Emu and watched the documentary on Victor Steffensen, 

and I would hope that this inquiry would encourage further use of these fire management 

techniques. 

 

In discussing current CFA management techniques we have noted that not only had there been very 

few controlled burns that were planned in recent years, but apparently even when enacting those 

planned events it took very little to postpone the lighting of the burns. In this way when the 

UNPLANNED fuel management fire took place it was far more ferocious and caused huge damage to 



the bush vegetation, animals and property. In a similar vein if we insisted that no-one drive a vehicle 

where the tyre pressures were not exactly all at their correct inflation then very few would be able 

to drive, yet correct tyre pressure is important to vehicle safety. If we are unable to keep to a plan 

then no wonder we had a catastrophic outcome. 

 

In addition, since hearing more about indigenous fire management practices I would be hoping that 

increased use of cooler, smaller burn areas would be used all over Australia to better able us to live 

with the Australian bush. In my opinion all knowledge on how to reduce the impact of bush fire in 

the current changing climate should be researched and combined to produce a best practice for us 

and our national needs. 

 

 




